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PUBLISHER’S
NOTE
Dear Readers,
When I began my career in publishing over 20 years ago,
I never would have imagined experiencing a worldwide
virus pandemic. And honestly, I wondered if I should
continue to publish Your Home Remodel Magazine. But after
some thought, I decided to go ahead and fulfill the
commitments I made to my advertisers and to you, my
readers. So I pressed on and hope you will find the time
to read this new issue of Your Home Remodel Magazine.
As we look ahead to brighter and greener days, I hope
this issue will inspire you with it’s editorial content which
includes everything from kitchen & bath design and
countertop advice from local experts in the Lehigh Valley
to designing decks, pools and outdoor living spaces. All
great content to read and enjoy this month!
And on my final note, may we find renewed regard for
our first responders, police, firefighters and EMTs right
down to the people who delivered food to our homes.
My wish is that you and your family, friends and
neighbors will stay safe and well. As we await the
beginning of our new normal, let’s never forget those who
have suffered great loss and those we did lose during this
tragic time.
Thank you for your time and enjoy this issue!
Yours truly,
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service, guaranteeing anything to any job within 30 miles
in three hours or less. This unique service eliminates
wasted time and ensures that the job gets done sooner.

bricks, blocks, and pavers by industry-leader Unilok and
others to complement any surrounding architecture.
Their landscape experts can help you plan which will
best fit your project, budget, style and future goals. Keller
points out that it’s important to always consider your future plans when designing your hardscaping. “You may
only be planning to put in a patio in now, but your future
plans might include a barbeque, pond, kitchen, bar, or
walkway. Measures need to be taken in order to incorporate those elements and make them flow together.”

Sequoia specializes in providing the very latest low maintenance, highly durable, engineered composite decking
from the most respected names in the industry including:
Azek, TimberTech, Trex, Fiberon, Zuri, Fairway Vinyl,
Wolf Decking and many more to choose from. We asked
John Keller about the benefits of using composite decking. “A deck properly built with quality composite deckWindows and Doors
ing will last two to three times longer than a wood deck,
Sequoia Out Back offers a full line of Marvin Integrity
requiring no seasonal staining or sealing.” He also added windows and doors made with Ultrex® pultruded fiberthat a composite deck is splinter free, mold resistant, glass, Marvin Aluminum Clad Windows and Doors,
scratch resistant, fade resistant, and stain resistant. “After Sunrise Windows and ProVia Entry Doors. A multitude
all, you don’t build
of sizes in both width
We, at Sequoia, have always made our customers and height are available
a deck so that you
can spend all of your free our top priority. And during this unprecedented to fit every application,
time working on it! You time we will continue to keep you, our which means the design
build it to relax on it and customers first, by following the guidelines possibilities are limitless.
“Imagine opening the
enjoy it!”
that are in the best interest of our Country.
entire 30’ back wall of
With so many deck material options to choose from, your room with 10’ high folding doors that disappear
Keller invites anyone considering adding or remodeling into the wall to connect the indoors to the outdoors,”
a deck to visit their showroom where their decking and adds Keller. That has us sold.
rail experts can explain the features and benefits of each
composite option. They’ll also give you great advice for With Sequoia Out Back offering everything imaginable
selecting the right rails, trim and lighting, all key features for outdoor enjoyment with outdoor furniture, firepits,
grills and smokers and Sequoia Supply as one of the
that transform a backyard into an outdoor retreat.
nation's leading retailers of deck and railing supplies,
Sequoia offers everything you need to turn your
Outdoor Living
backyard dreams into your own outdoor oasis! n
Speaking of outdoor retreats, there simply is nothing like
visiting Sequoia’s showroom and retail center, Sequoia
Out Back when you’re shopping for your exterior rooms.
The area’s largest outdoor-living showroom features
more than 30,000 square feet of deck and patio displays
that you can browse, walk on, sit on, and imagine your
ideal outdoor oasis complete. Keller says fire pits and
outdoor fireplaces are one of the most requested outdoor
living features and Sequoia has hundreds of styles and
sizes to choose from with many of them on display and
burning in the showroom! You can also pick out your
perfect relaxation spot from the hundreds of long-lasting,
stylish, quality choices in outdoor furniture by some of
Sequoia Out Back Showroom
the finest names in the industry including Gensun, Lane
Venture, Pride, Tropitone, Woodard, Winston, Telescope, North Cape International, Breezesta, and more.

“

”

Backyard Oasis
Decks, railings, outdoor furniture, kitchens, grills, hardscaping...the list of what Sequoia Supply and Sequoia
Out Back offer for your home’s exterior could go on and
on. The company, with its massively, expansive showroom in Hatfield, has experienced enormous growth and
success due to their exceptional reputation for great customer service, speed and reliability.

born. Carrying everything from outdoor furniture, fire
pits and outdoor kitchens to windows, doors and hardscaping, customers have been able to transform their outdoor living spaces with Sequoia from deck construction
to a beautiful finished outdoor space to enjoy with family
and friends .

Decks and Railings
Sequoia Supply was founded in 1996 by John Keller who,
at the time, owned Eagle Construction, a company that
specialized in deck and patio construction. Out of a need
for deck supplies, Keller started a warehouse of deck and
rail materials that soon became popular with other deck
contractors wanting quality materials in a timely fashion.
Sequoia Supply was born. Afterall, a deck company run
by deck builders makes perfect sense.
In 2009, Sequoia Supply branched out with a second
location, Sequoia Out Back, an outdoor superstore in
Hatfield which features elaborate showrooms filled with
all the inspiration you could want for your backyard was
1 0 | m ay / j u n e

Sequoia Supply is known as America’s Decksperts® for
good reason. Having one of the nation’s leading retailers
of decking and railing supplies right in Lehigh Valley’s
backyard with Sequoia Supply gives homeowners expansive choices. Supplying to both professional deck
builders and do-it-yourselfers alike, Sequoia stocks
everything you need to build a deck, including hundreds
of choices in the latest composite decking and railing supplies, the highest-quality #1 grade Pressure Treated decking and framing lumber, as well as all the tools and
hardware anyone would need to build the perfect deck.
Sequoia also incorporates an industry-first concierge

RESOURCE

Hardscaping
Of course no patio project can begin without the right
foundation and Sequoia has many options to choose
from with a variety of colors, styles, and patterns of

Sequoia Out Back

215-368-RAIL (7425) • 215-918-DECK (3325)
2420 Bethlehem Pike
www.decksupplies.com
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bellacasa

Bella Casa Kitchen & Bath is one of the leading custom
home remodeling and renovation firms in the Lehigh
Valley, priding themselves on quality customer service,
exceptional designs, and superior results. The pros at
Bella Casa specialize in kitchen, bath, and basement remodeling. Projects range from a modest kitchen
makeover to removing walls and expanding your
space. Faye Motsenigos, President of Bella Casa, explains that working with a homeowner, from the initial
design consultation to the very last detail of install is
what sets the company apart. And Bella Casa has the

rave reviews to support that, with many happy homeowners showing off their before and after pictures of
bathrooms transformed into luxury spa experiences,
kitchens updated with the newest in countertop and
cabinet trends. “Along with our exceptionally skilled
in-house carpenters, our seasoned designers have a
very keen eye for detail. It’s this unique mixture of expert service and quality materials that will bring your
vision to life.” Bella Casa focuses on kitchen, bathroom
and basement remodels, but also home offices, closets,
pantries, laundry rooms, fireplace surrounds and more.
It all begins with a great design tailored to your lifestyle
and budget. Bella Casa’s expert staff is trained to guide
you through what can be a daunting process. To make
it easier, Bella Casa offers 3D Virtual Reality Tours of
what your remodel would look like as a finished project. This can be very helpful in visualizing and taking
the guesswork out of planning.

Kitchen Remodels
A new kitchen remodel can add substantial value to
your home. It’s a great investment that can also provide
you with hours of cooking and entertaining enjoyment.
Afterall, the kitchen is everyone’s favorite gathering
1 2 | m ay / j u n e

place in the home. Bella
Casa has many years of experience taking outdated
kitchens and making them
into gorgeous, modern and
functional
showpieces.
They specialize in giving
homeowners a space that is
unique to their lifestyle.
“We’ll work with you on
every detail so that you can
enjoy your new remodel
for years to come.,” explains Motsenigos. “We
can help you decide where
to splurge and where to
save. We have a wide range
of options at various price
points, from semi-custom
to custom made.”
If you’re at all hesitant
about the disruption to
normal family life a kitchen
remodel might cause, Motsenigos has some reassuring
words:
“our
professional construction
team will work efficiently
to get you back to normal in your home quickly. Your
time and comfort are important to us and we consider
it every step of the way. We provide the highest quality
of work, from demolition to the last stroke of paint.”
Part of the benefit of working with Bella Casa is that it
is a one-stop home remodel company. Since they supply countertops, cabinets, and flooring, you won’t need
to worry about where your materials are coming from.
Their designers will work with you every step of the
way, from design material selection to the color of the
paint for your walls.

Bathroom Transformations
Motsenigos says Bella Casa understands how disruptive even the smallest bathroom remodeling job can be,
that’s why they take a hands-on approach to each project to move things to completion in the swiftest time
possible. “We can help you select all the items for your
new bath – fixtures, cabinetry, flooring, and lighting.
Our unparalleled skills in remodeling ensure for a project that is put together in a reasonable time while paying attention to even the smallest details.” That’s what
homeowner Kate H. experienced with her master bathroom remodel: “After visiting Bella Casa’s showroom
and meeting with Faye, we decided to turn over the design and renovations to them. We are so happy with the

final results! Excellent communication all during the
project and quality workmanship is what we experienced
throughout
the
project. We highly recommend Bella Casa for your
renovation needs!”

Finished Basements
Beyond kitchen and bathroom make-overs, Bella Casa
also excels at creating finished basements. If you
could benefit from more
space in your home, a finished basement can give you
that extra play room, fitness
spot, or entertainment space,
all while adding to your
home’s resale value. “Bella
Casa has helped many
homeowners transform their
basements into exciting –
and inviting – living areas,”
says Motsenigos. “Whether
you’re looking for a spare
bedroom, a play area for
kids, or a media room, we
can make it happen. At Bella Casa, we’re mindful of
your budget. Excellent products and materials exist at
various price ranges. We will go over every detail with
our customer and design and build a finished basement
that you’ll love spending time in. Your basement might
have been the room you avoided at all costs, but after a
total renovation, it will be hard to keep the whole family out!”
Whatever room it is you’d like to remodel, Bella Casa
is sure to have expert design advice backed by their
great craftsmanship to get the job done. A visit to their
showroom can be just the inspiration you need to
finally get the room of your dreams. n

RESOURCE
Bella Casa’s Kitchen
& Bath Showroom
1812 W. Tilghman St
Allentown, PA 18104
(610) 433-9800
bellacasakitchenandbath.com
PA Contractor #055933
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Designing Your Dream Deck...
Add Some Fun Trends and Design to Elevate Your New Outdoor Space
There’s no doubt that a deck adds significant value to
your home. Essentially it’s like increasing your home’s
square footage with added outdoor living space. Deck innovations and new trends make new decks more usable
year round. If you’ve been thinking about expanding your
home’s living space with a private outdoor oasis that’s
just outside your patio door, now is the perfect time to get
started. We’ve compiled a few of our favorite deck trends

to give you some inspiration if you’re planning to install
a new deck or renovate a pre-existing one at your home.
Faux Wood
Today’s composite decking material looks nearly identical to real wood and comes in a variety of wood colors
and finishes. The best part about this material is that it
lasts twice the lifetime of real wood and doesn’t require
all the maintenance and upkeep like natural
wood. There’s no staining or sealing to be
done and it’s weather-proof. You also won’t
experience any splinters walking barefoot on
your deck.

Image courtesy of Sequoia Out Back
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Outdoor Heaters
We’ve always thought of a deck as a two season space, spring and summer and maybe a
little bit of time after Labor Day, but now you
can reclaim this space all year round by installing outdoor heaters. If you’re thinking
about a clunky pedestal heater, think again.
Today’s heaters are slim and can be fitted onto
a ceiling, wall or cabinet and powder coated
to match your deck decor so they seamlessly
cont’d on pg. 16 >>>
blend into any space.
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Outdoor Fans
It’s easy to picture a beautiful sunny summer day on a
deck and forget about the oppressive heat that comes
along with sunny summer days. To make your deck as
comfortable as possible, it’s a great idea to incorporate
ceiling fans where you can. Adding a ceiling to part of
your deck can create a naturally shaded seating area and
with the help of a ceiling fan you’ll make it even more
chill. Also adding one under the deck can transform a
stuffy unused space into an additional seating area.
Dramatic Lighting
Lighting is important in any room of the house, however
outdoors, it takes on a whole new level of importance.
Lighting is essential to outdoor deck safety, but also enhances the look of any design. It is very easy to add builtin lighting into a new deck design. A nice perk that many
manufacturers now offer is to include an audio option into
their lighting kits so you get both music and lighting with
one install.
New Rail Options
In years past it seemed like wood and aluminum were
your only options for decks rails, but now there’s many
more to choose from. Glass rails are now widely available
and have become more friendly to deck building budgets.

Image courtesy of Sequoia Out Back

They give the awesome illusion of a deck that is floating
in space with no barrier to your backyard. Cable rails are
also becoming much more popular and provide a modern, sleek look to any deck design. Cable railings can
be installed horizontally or vertically, and are made
of stainless steel fittings and wire to complete the
railing infill.
Outdoor Televisions
Flat screen televisions can turn a deck into an outdoor
movie theater. Available now are completely waterproof
televisions that can hold up in any element including

rain, snow, ice and cold. This makes it much more convenient to have an outdoor TV because once it’s mounted
and installed there is no need to worry about bringing it
in for the winter.
Multi-Levels
Creating two or more levels to your deck can provide you
with many more “rooms” that can be designed to suit a
variety of needs. You can have a step down into a circular
sofa area for guests to gather and relax that feels separated from the action of an outdoor kitchen and bar on
the main level of your deck. Again, don’t overlook that
under the deck space, which can be used for storage, or
as an intimate seating area with enough height clearance.
The sky's the limit in terms of what special spaces you
can create. This also is a great way to maximize your
space without extending too far out into your backyard.
These are just a sampling of the many ways you can customize a deck to your family’s wants and needs. Consulting with a deck design and installation professional will
give you further inspiration. They’ll be able to assess your
yard and home and find a way to fit all your design needs
into a gorgeous looking new deck for your family
to enjoy. n

RESOURCE
Sequoia Out Back

Image courtesy of Sequoia Out Back
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215-918-DECK (3325)
www.decksupplies.com
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COUNTER INTELLIGENCE
When you’re looking for countertops, no one covers
more variety in the Lehigh Valley than Eastern Surfaces.
With a vast showroom, 30 years of experience in the
business and one of the biggest selections of colors,
patterns and textures, Eastern Surfaces has something to
meet every buyer’s needs.
Serving Eastern Pennsylvania and beyond, Eastern
Surfaces offers natural stone, marble, quartz and solid
surface countertops as well as providing sinks, faucets
and tile options. With so much selection, you can furnish
most of your kitchen and bathroom remodels with
Eastern Surfaces.
Karen A. Kuranda, Eastern Surface’s Sales and Business
Development Manager explains what sets Eastern
Surfaces apart from other countertop providers. “We
have a vast selection, superior expertise, state-of-the-art
industry technology, exceptional personalized service,
and outstanding value.”
Servicing homeowners, retailers, contractors and
commercial clients, Kuranda says the Eastern Surfaces
team works hard to provide individual attention to each
customer that visits their showroom. “We want to
provide an overall experience for customers through
personalized service married with the benefits of our
buying power. Our professional sales associates will
1 8 | m ay / j u n e

walk you through the process to make it an enjoyable
journey from start to finish and beyond.”
Part of that journey includes a very fun and high tech
room visualizer that you can use on Eastern Surfaces’
website. This user-friendly visualizer allows you to try
out a variety of countertop materials and colors and
virtually change everything from your cabinets to your
backsplash, allowing you to see all the possibilities and
plan out your kitchen remodel without having to leave
your home.
After you’ve chosen some favorite looks in your
backsplash and countertops, it’s time to give Eastern

Surfaces a call or visit. With hundreds of natural stone
and solid surface materials to choose from, it pays to
have some guidance. Eastern Surfaces offers a great
comparison tool that lets you easily select the material
that will best suit your needs, whether budget, style,
durability or all three are a top priority, the showroom
pros will be there to assist. They have the countertop
experience to guide you in choosing the right material
and size for your space.
Countertops require precision cutting and installation.
Eastern Surfaces has decades of experience installing
countertops in the Lehigh Valley, so you can trust they’ll
give you just the look you want. With owners who have
spent their entire careers in the countertop business,
Kuranda explains that the company’s team strength is
unbeatable when it comes to customer satisfaction.
Kuranda has some advice for those who are looking for
a countertop supplier. She says there are several
questions you should ask to find the most reliable and
customer-focused. “Look into the time they’ve been in
business, see if they are viewed as an authority in the
industry, also visit their website and check to see if it’s
secure and up-to-date with testimonials and inventory.
Do they offer a financing option?” She also suggests it’s
helpful to visit a showroom to view a company’s
installations to check the quality of their workmanship
and materials. “Do they also offer brand name
accessory items such as sinks, faucets, and floor/wall
tile? Do they have a service department for any issues
throughout the years? Visit their place of business – are
you comfortable with their service – do they make you
feel welcome?”

Those questions can be answered with a “yes” by Eastern
Surfaces. With a long history in the business, an
interactive website, financing options and a welcoming
showroom, Eastern Surfaces meets all of those exacting
criteria.
Sometimes countertop suppliers will only show a
computer image or small sample of the stone you’re
purchasing. But that’s not the case at Eastern Surfaces.
Here, you can view full-slab sizes and can actually handpick your stone. That takes a lot of the guesswork out of
making your purchase. They also use the most precise
technology when it comes to measuring your space and
making cuts into the stone and installation. All this, and
Eastern Surfaces still works to make sure they bring the
best prices to the highest quality materials.
Kuranda explains that Eastern Surfaces has a philosophy
to treat every project like it was their only project, no
matter the size. That way of thinking plus their decades
of experience in the natural stone and solid surface
industry make Eastern Surfaces the natural choice for
your stone and countertop needs. n

RESOURCE
Eastern Surfaces Showroom
601 South 10th Street
Allentown, PA
610-266-3121

easternsurfaces.com
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the rush out of the process, giving the cook the chance
to sit down to a hot meal just like their guests.

3

Smoker

4

Grills

If you’re serious about your meat, a smoker
might be just the added indulgence to your outdoor kitchen. Consider building one into your design, so
that much of it is encased in countertop, allowing for
more prep area and giving a gorgeous sleek design to
your kitchen layout.

Grills have increased in functionality with more
accessories able to be added on to their features.
Some options to consider include a power burner which
can add flex to any grill with the cooking power to handle large (and we do mean large!) stock pots and even a
turkey fryer. It’ll probably become the favorite burner
for any at-home chef. Another add-on not to leave out is
a built-in griddle, which can add versatility to any
grilling. Soon you’ll be offering up breakfast from the
grill, hibachi performances and of course, Philly cheesesteaks!

5

8

Essential Elements of a
Fabulous Outdoor Kitchen

If you happen to watch any of the cooking channels where everyday chefs cook alfresco in
their envy inspiring outdoor kitchens, it’s hard not to get hooked. There’s something about
cooking outdoors that takes all the labor and meal-prep into a getaway experience. Not
only does an outdoor kitchen add to the pleasure of your home, but it may also increase
your property’s value and become a great investment for the future. Now more than ever,
outdoor kitchens are easily obtainable with the help of an outdoor designer and installer.

1

Compact Refrigerator

Outdoor kitchens are made for summer and
when you’re chilling out in the backyard, there’s nothing
better than having a cold beverage by your side. Compact refrigerators can easily fit under a countertop and
offer enough storage for dozens and dozens of cans of
soda. A wine cooler can keep your precious bottles easily
within reach and at the perfect temperature. Adding an
2 0 | m ay / j u n e

ice maker will also be one of those additions that you’ll
be so thankful for when there’s a party and you don’t
need to haul around bag loads of ice to dump in coolers.

2

Warming Drawers

Entertaining is all about timing and getting
everything plated at the same time can be the most
stressful part of any dinner. Warming drawers can take

Outdoor Pizza Oven

Want to become the envy of the neighborhood?
How about your very own outdoor pizza oven.
Because indoor ovens just can’t get the fire hot enough,
not only will you be able to achieve the ultimate in crispy
crusts, but you’ll also have a breathtaking centerpiece for
your outdoor kitchen. An outdoor oven can be built into
your kitchen design or it could be freestanding. Either
way it would be a huge hit with your family and friends
to MANGIA!
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Vent Hood
If your grill is far away from your home and seating area, you might not need ventilation, however, if your kitchen is enclosed, near your house
or close to where your guests will gather, it’s a good idea
to include a vent hood in your outdoor kitchen design.
Not only will it be a huge help in keeping the smoke
away from your party, but the gorgeous stainless steel
design will give height and structure to your beautiful
outdoor kitchen.

7

Kegerator
Arguably we saved the best for last here. You’ll
achieve maximum party potential by adding one
of these beer beauties to your kitchen. Finally
technology has allowed us a way to bring your favorite
sports bar to your backyard. Look for a kegerator that

8

cont’d on pg. 22 >>>

Beverage
Center

Combine a
sink with some caddies and some refrigerated elements
and you have yourself the ultimate
bartending station.
Mix drinks like a
master with spots
for mixers, liquors,
ice and condiments.
A super-functional
unit, it can cut
cocktail prep time
down and have you
enjoying your drink
faster.

Image courtesy of Sequoia Out Back
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cont’d from pg. 21

allows you to have more
than one tap so that you
can have a variety of beers
to enjoy for both you and
your guests.
As you can see, there are a
lot of options to choose
from when putting together an outdoor kitchen.
Now, more than ever, there
are endless ways to customize to your entertaining specifications. It can be
a bit overwhelming, so it’s
best to talk to a professional outdoor kitchen designer and installer before
you get started buying
pieces. Many can help by
designing renderings just like they would for an indoor
kitchen remodel. A designer can also help you make the
right choices for countertops, cabinets and flooring
materials so it all comes together seamlessly and looks
great for many years to come. n

RESOURCE

Sequoia Out Back
215-368-RAIL (7425)
215-918-DECK (3325)
www.decksupplies.com

Fire Pit 101
Don’t Forget These Steps to Consider When Adding an Outdoor Fire Pit
_______________________________________________________________
n Safety First
Nothing says family fun like roasting some weiners and making s’mores around an open fire. A firepit means getting to enjoy this rustic fun,
usually reserved for camping, year round. Since kids are usually drawn to fire pits, it’s important to make sure your pit construction and
installation includes some safety precautions. It’s essential to note, that no firepit is childproof and because of flames and high heat, kids should
always be supervised by adults around one. Arrange chairs in a way that no one has to squeeze past the pit to access seating and have a
three feet buffer for kids. A fire pit screen is an excellent investment and it’s also always a good safety measure to keep a bucket of water
nearby whenever the pit is burning or still hot.
When it comes to fire pits, bigger isn’t always better. A fire pit that’s too large can give off too much heat and make roasting marshmallows and
arranging logs near impossible. You want to sit and feel the warmth of a fire, and not be front row to an overwhelming bonfire. A diameter
between 36 - 44 inches is an optimal size for any patio or deck.

n Gas or Wood
There’s many factors that can come into play when choosing your fuel source for your pit. One important factor to consider, is that most wood-burning fire pits can be converted to gas with the installation of an insert, giving them greater flexibility. Other things you’ll need to consider is where you’ll
hide a propane tank or firewood stack. Remember, you never want to stack wood against your home
because of the increased risk of termites. Gas makes for a quicker start to the fun with just a flip of
a switch, whereas wood requires chopping and placement of pieces, but gives off that smokey BBQ
aroma.

n Location, Location, Location
Wood fire pits have a less controlled flame, so you’ll need to check with your residential codes about
where you can place one. In general, you’ll want it placed at least 10 feet away from your home and
that of your neighbors. Make sure the ground nearby is free of vegetation and the space above is
free of hanging branches, all of which could catch fire. Gas fire pits are more controlled and can be
placed on decks and patios. Start by finding out your town’s regulations before choosing your pit location and enjoy the good times to come.
2 2 | m ay / j u n e
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spaces out into your backyard. SolaShield by Toff
Industries Inc. provides custom-made retractable awnings
for instance with over 100 fabric colors and styles to
choose from. The marine-grade acrylic fabric also comes
with a 10 year-warranty.
Versatile Views
With a retractable awning, you don’t have to worry about
an awning hampering your views like a permanently
installed awning might do.
Protecting Your Investments
A retractable awning can save your expensive outdoor
furniture from the wear and tear of the sun and weather.
You’ll have overhead protection for your furniture, which
means less bleaching and deterioration from the sun and
less leaves and dirt on your seating areas, from the wind
and trees.
Like Outdoor Air Conditioning
Compare sitting out in a lawn chair on a hot summer
sunny day to sitting under the cool shade of an awning.
Some statistics show a nearly 20 degree reduction in
temperature under the shade of an awning.
Ease of Use
With current retractable awning technology, you won’t
need to struggle with pulleys and levers, in fact opening
and closing your awning will probably be easier than
opening and closing your window blinds. You can choose
from manual or wireless motorized units.

Let the Sun
and Shade In

Great Reasons to add an awning to your patio
Awnings have come a long way from their days of being
unsightly, aluminum and permanent. Today, a new
generation of retractable awnings offer functionality, style
and numerous benefits. If you’re considering installing
one in your backyard or patio, here’s a few great reasons
to get moving on it.
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Sunblock for Your Home
A retractable awning can reduce your home energy costs
by keeping the sun off your home during the hot summer
months. That translates to less money spent on air
conditioning costs. And the beauty of a retractable awning
is that you can leave it closed in the winter months so your
home can soak up as much warmth from the sun as it can
get.
Home Value Added
Recent studies of home sales show that home buyers place
as great an emphasis on exterior home improvements as
pricier interior renovations. By adding a retractable
awning, you can set the stage for extending your living

Not Just for Patios
Decks are a great place to add an awning for sun
protection and privacy. But not all retractable awnings are
created equal. The SolarShield Retractable Awning is
customized to the inch for your specific deck
specifications. The SolarShield can actually be made to
double the extension length of any other awning
company. The “Little Big Arms” on the SolarShield
Retractable Patio Awnings allow for longer projections
and “perfect pitch” to keep you enjoying the beauty of
your backyard in the cool of the shade.
An awning or gutter professional can give you
recommendations on the options available for your space
and match you with the right features and dimensions to
provide the best shade solution for your backyard. n

RESOURCE
_____________________
SolarShield
610-372-4383
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Pool Trends for 2020

Plunge Pools
Similar to shallow pools, plunge pools are a great alternative when you want to add a pool to your backyard, but
don’t have the square footage for a full size pool. Unlike a
shallow pool, plunge pools are deep, so you can be completely submerged. Great for small spaces, plunge pools
are primarily used for two main activities. Relaxation,
lounging poolside or taking a dip, a great spot for your
family to unwind and enjoy. And Aquatic Rehabilitation,
for low-impact exercise, where you can add resistance jet
machines turning your plunge pool into a useful space for
swim training, exercise, and rehabilitation. .

Robotic Pool Cleaners
A robotic pool cleaner has made the task of pool cleaning
less of a hassle for homeowners. Today, these handy
robots suction up large and small debris from pools and
walls in a most efficient manner, leaving your pool water
crystal clear so that you and your family can spend the
summer in a hygienically clean pool. A robotic pool
cleaner requires no manual labor and is powered by an
energy efficient motor. Robotic Pool Cleaners can be

expensive, but are a worthy investment. Even if you have
the dirtiest pool, they will scrub off the debris to make your
pool as good as new.

Natural Pool Alternative - Salt Water
If you haven’t considered a salt water pool while thinking
about pool design, do yourself a favor and check out this
exciting option. Salt water systems have been gaining
popularity in recent years and is a great energy efficient
solution. A salt water system uses salt, much like the ocean,
to keep bacteria out of the water. It is also less harsh to
your skin and eyes, and even your swimsuit. Weigh your
options before making a decision, while salt water systems
may help eliminate or reduce bacteria in a pool, they can
be a slight pricier alternative to a chlorine pool.
If any of these trends have caught your attention, it’s definitely worth mentioning to your pool professional. Many
are an easy add-on to a pool construction project and a pro
can help you design a way to get all the items you want
on your pool checklist. n

If you’re considering adding a pool to your backyard in the near future, we’ve got a fun
list to get your creativity flowing. Today’s pools are designed to gel with the rest of your
backyard living space and bring beauty and functionality to your outdoors.
Built-In Ledges and Bars
Pools were meant for socializing and can make your pool
parties the talk of the town when you include built-in
ledges and a bar into your pool design. Sun decks are a
great way to incorporate poolside seating into your pool
and how much fun would it be to bring an island-style
retreat to your backyard, with a table top, benches, and bar
stools built right into your pool.

Smart Lighting
LED technology has given us some amazing ways to have
fun with pool lighting and it pays to take full advantage
of all the options. Pool lights now can change to a variety
of different colors, and be energy efficient all at the same
time. It’s amazing to see the difference pool lighting can
have on any type of pool. It can turn your pool into a
breathtaking resort with just the right lighting.

Dark Color Interiors
Ever see a pool that looks more like a lagoon and think
how beautiful and mystical it looks. There’s no magic
secret to achieving this look in your own pool. All it takes
is a dark interior pool finish and you can have that custom
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lagoon style pool to enjoy. And aside from the beautiful
aesthetics, dark color interior pools will also retain heat
better. Perfect for us who live in the Northeast.

Automation
If you love your home automation, why not bring the
same ease of automation to your outdoor pool. Automated cleaning and filtration systems may be a small investment but they will pay off over the long run by being
energy efficient and by keeping your water quality consistently maintained throughout the pool season and year.

Shallow Pools
Every pool has a shallow end, but now pools are being
designed specifically to be shallow.. This trending pool
option means less excavation and construction cost and
less maintenance over the long-haul. A shallow pool can
function from a tanning ledge (don’t forget the sunscreen,
friends) to an attractive kiddie pool. Naturally, this won’t
work for people who want a pool for workouts and heavy
swimming, but if you’re more interested in lounging and
cooling off, this could be the solution to getting the pool
you’ve always dreamed of.
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Doors
in a

Day
If you’ve ever attempted to replace your old interior doors,
you know what a pain it can be. Measurements can be
wonky, it can be hard to find your door size in the
style/color you need and hanging the thing...forget about
it! What if you could get a company to come in and take
all that trouble off your hands PLUS get your new doors
hung in one day? That’s the concept behind Doors in a Day,
the appropriately named interior door replacement service
that has been servicing the eastern half of Pennsylvania for
the last five years. “We offer an interior door replacement
program with a very unique concept,” explains Rich Skirk,
General Manager of Doors in a Day. “ We can replace your
interior doors, even bi-fold closet doors, with no mess in
as little as 15 minutes per door. The doors even come
beautifully painted.”
What sets Doors in a Day apart from others in the industry
is a unique proprietary device that measures existing door
jambs down to the 1/1000th of an inch. This allows for the
company to cut your doors exactly to fit the existing frame,
off-site, with a CNC machine. That means no mess and no
long wait times with rooms with no doors. The doors are
factory painted on all six sides with a factory paint machine
before installation. If you’ve ever had to paint a door, you
know what a time consuming and laborious process it is.
With Doors in a Day factory painting, you’ll rest easy
knowing your doors will look flawless, without having to
spend hours painting a single door. “This whole process
allows for us to install an interior door into an existing

opening in about 15-20 minutes with no mess and no
hassle,” says Shirk. Yes, you read that right, 15 minutes!
That’s less time than it would take to find a door to buy
online, let alone have it up and hung in your home.
Traditional door replacement methods often involve
days of messy onsite carpentry, construction, and
finishing. Since door-frames shift as old houses settle
over time, replacement doors almost never fit existing
openings without being trimmed, cut, planed, and
cont’d on pg. 30 >>>
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cont’d from pg. 28

refinished onsite. Often more extensive construction,
such as ripping out and replacing the door jambs, is
necessary to achieve a working fit. Another method,
known as “cut-and-match,” involves removing the old
doors to use as templates to cut exactly matching new
doors. This leaves the home doorless for up to a week.
And if the old doors no longer fit the existing openings
properly, the new doors will not fit either and will need
to be finished onsite, too. All of this hassel is avoided
with Doors in a Day.

Doors in a Day offers a variety
of colors and styles
Doors in a Day’s unique process results in many cost
savings for the customer, making replacement one of the
most affordable and least disruptive whole-home
improvements that can add major value to your home.
Doors in a Day can install custom-fitted, professionally
finished doors in most residences for about the same
cost than those of contractors and home-improvement
stores. For the Doors in a Day team, it’s all about great
service to the homeowner. “We pride ourselves on properly
managing customers’
expectations
and
delivering premium
customer service.
The consultation is
FREE, seamless and
very
easy
to
navigate through
when
designing
their interior door
project,” explains
Shirk. “We make
sure that we under
promise and over
deliver, every step
of the way. We
have a full staff
that is just a
phone call away if
the customer has
questions or needs
service.”
As an example of
their work, Shirk
describes a job they
recently completed
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where they successfully
installed 19 factory painted
doors with hardware in a
home in about four hours…
with no mess and no hassle!
If you’re wondering what
the process entails, in
general, the Doors in a Day
installation team arrives
between 7 and 8 a.m. They
go over the plan for the
install with the homeowner
and then they get right to
work. Within a few hours,
they are making final
adjustments, installing new
door knobs and packing up
their tools. “The homeowner
is left with no mess and their beautiful new doors, nicely
painted and of course functioning properly,” adds Shirk.
If you’ve ever attempted to hang a door, you know how
precise the leveling needs to be, so having an expert
handle this and ensure all doors are swinging perfectly
can be a crucial step in enjoying your new look.
Doors in a Day’s says Shirk, has over eight years
experience in the interior door industry. He worked
previously with a global door manufacturer, selling and
managing this same program throughout the tri-state
area. He was brought on to help start, grow and manage
the Doors in a Day company. “He knows more about
interior doors than most people care to want to know,”
says Shirk, with a laugh. “What he loves the most though
is helping customers transform the entire look of their
home and to leave them completely satisfied with a smile
on their faces...that’s why he’s in this industry!”
With Doors in a Day, you don’t have to give up style and
customization for convenience. Doors in a Day offers a
variety of colors and styles, including Anniversary,
6-Panel, 4-Panel, 3-Panel, 2-Panel and bi-fold doors.
“We deliver a very unique program with 5 star
customer service and a great
product,” adds Shirk. You
RESOURCE
can set up a free estimate
Doors in a Day
with Doors in a Day, which
2425
John Fries Hwy.
are available five days a
Quakertown, PA 18951
week and some evenings
(215) 717-8297
by visiting their website:
License Number: #PA113544
www.newdoorsinaday.com.
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